FNU News
Placement still
available for
students to study
specialized IT
programmes at
MG-CEIT

T

here has been a growing response from local professionals
with IT and Engineering backgrounds to take up specialist IT
programmes through the India-Fiji Mahatma Gandhi of Excellence
in Information Technology (MG-CEIT) commencing Semester 2.
MG-CEIT has been established by the Centre for Development of
Advanced Computing (C-DAC) from India in partnership with the Fiji
National University (FNU). The Centre has been set up at Derrick
Campus, Samabula following a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)
signed in 2018 between the government of India and FNU.
Head of MG-CEIT, Mukesh Babu said the courses is the first of its kind
to be offered in Fiji in terms of the quality and depth of training.
Skills and knowledge gained from the training will provide students
with a greater understanding of the latest developments and use of
computer software.
Students will be taught under the guidance of experienced staff trained
by the Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (C-DAC)
from India, which has a proud history in the development of IT, both
hardware and software.
According to Babu, the programme will be of great advantage to both
new graduates and those already in the workforce.

“This facility will train professionals to be specialists in different areas
related to IT. The courses offered are cutting edge and is far different
then what is being currently offered in Fiji,” said Babu.
“The courses are for people who have already completed their
undergraduate studies in engineering or Information Technology but
want to upgrade their knowledge in other software.”
“Even students in their final year of Bachelor’s programme can attempt
the courses as it will greatly assist them in meeting the industry
standards,” he added.
The MG-CEIT will offer four programmes which are Certificate Course
in Java Programming (CCJP), Certificate Course in Software Testing
(CCST), Certificate Course in Network Security (CCNS) and Certificate
Course in Database Management (CCDM).
“This facility will train professionals to be specialists in different areas
related to IT. The courses offered are cutting edge and is far different
then what is being currently offered in Fiji,” said Babu.
“The courses are for people who have already completed their studies
in engineering but want to upgrade their knowledge in other software. “
“Even students in their final year of Bachelor’s can attempt the courses
as it will greatly assist them in meeting the industry standards,” he
said.
The skills attained from these courses will enable students to be on
par with the latest developments in software. The intensive training
course will enable students to gain greater specialized IT knowledge
and skill and apply this in their daily work.
Semester 2, 2019 commences on Monday 08 July.
Minimum Entry Requirements:
• Completed Bachelor in IT/IS or CS/IS
• Completed Diploma/Trade Diploma in IT, IS with minimum 2 years of
work experience
Location
The programme is only offered at the Derrick Campus in Samabula. All
classes are taught face to face.
For further information or interviews kindly contact:
Mukesh Babu | Head of MG-CEIT, Fiji | Phone: 338 9217 | Ext: 1844 |
Email: mukesh.babu@fnu.ac.fj

